Chevy celebrity 1985

The Chevrolet Celebrity is an automobile that was produced by the Chevrolet division of
General Motors from the to model years. Replacing the Chevrolet Malibu, the mid-size Celebrity
was initially positioned between the Citation and the Impala within the Chevrolet model line; as
the s progressed, the model line was marketed between the Corsica and Caprice sedans. The
nameplate first saw use in the early s by Oldsmobile , marketing it as a pillared sedan version of
the Oldsmobile The Celebrity was among a quartet of vehicles produced on the GM A platform ,
which transitioned to front-wheel drive for After a single generation of the model line was
produced, the Chevrolet Celebrity was discontinued after the model year and replaced by the
Chevrolet Lumina ; the Chevrolet Lumina APV minivan replaced the Celebrity station wagon
after Introduced in January , [2] the Chevrolet Celebrity was offered in two-door and four-door
notchback sedan body styles. Chevrolet was the first GM division to transition its mid-size
sedans to front-wheel drive, producing the Celebrity alongside its Malibu predecessor for both
and The Celebrity is based on the GM A-body platform. Introduced for as the replacement for
the rear-wheel drive G-body platform, the A platform marked the expansion of front-wheel drive
from the compact segment into mid-size vehicles. To lower development and production costs,
the A platform shares design commonality with the compact-car X platform , with the Celebrity
sharing its While derived from the X-body chassis, the A-body platform would not share entirely
in its controversial recall issues. Celebritys were available with 2 different bolt patterns on the
wheel hub, either mm JA1 code or mm JA2 code. Additionally, the transaxles and brakes were
different on these two patterns. The smaller of the bolt pattern was used in the standard models,
and used a non-vented disc brake while the larger bolt pattern was to house the heavy duty
vented disc brakes. A misconception is that all Eurosport models came with the larger bolt
pattern, but this was not the case. Most Celebritys equipped with heavy-duty braking systems
were base model vehicles intended for fleet and taxi use. For its launch, the Celebrity was
offered with three engines, carrying over a 2. For , the 2. For , the engine line was pared to two,
as the fuel-injected HO V6 became the only V6 engine offering. The Celebrity now came was
offered with three transmissions: a three speed automatic standard , a four-speed automatic
optional for V6 , and a 5-speed Getrag-supplied manual optional for V6. For station wagons only
, an optional 3. The Celebrity shares its roofline with the Buick Century and is distinguished
from other A-platform vehicles by its coved rear fascia. For , Chevrolet introduced a five-door
Celebrity station wagon; [4] for the first time since , a mid-size station wagon was available with
a third-row seat. Throughout its production, Chevrolet introduced few updates to the model line,
with minor exterior updates in , , and In , the rear fascia was revised, adding wraparound
taillamp lenses and a center-mount brake lamp CHMSL. To comply with passive-restraint
regulations, the model line received door-mounted seatbelts for in place of airbags. One of the
most popular versions of the Chevrolet Celebrity is the Celebrity Eurosport. Distinguished by its
black window trim and red emblems, the Eurosport was offered with the 2. The interior was
given model-specific red emblems on the door panels and dashboard. In Canada, for the model
year, the Olympic Eurosport edition was offered as a tie-in to the Calgary Winter Olympics.
Offered only in monochrome white, with all blackout trim exterior painted white to match the
body. The only interior colour trim was saddle, with an Olympic logo mounted on the B pillar.
The Eurosport VR was produced in only four colors: red, silver, black, and white. For , the VR
was offered for the four-door sedan and station wagon and are distinguished by their interior,
which includes red carpeting, special tri-color door panels, bucket seats with thigh bolsters,
and a rear seat cup holder. For , two-door versions were produced as well and were produced
with interiors from a standard Celebrity or Celebrity CL. Following the model year, General
Motors ended regular updates to the Celebrity, concentrating on development of the Chevrolet
Lumina. Coinciding with declining sales of sedan-based coupes, the two-door Celebrity was
dropped after the model year; [6] outliving the Caprice two-door by a year, the body style gave
way to the Beretta and Lumina two-doors the latter, marketed as the successor to the Monte
Carlo. The four-door Celebrity sedan ended sales after the model year marketed alongside its
Lumina successor. For , the Celebrity was offered only as a station wagon, becoming the final
mid-size wagon ever offered by Chevrolet in North America. During the s, within Chevrolet, the
Celebrity competed with the Cavalier as the highest-selling car of the brand, overtaking the
Cavalier in sales for and From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Celebrity
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Great â€” the paint job on these cars not good they fade easy umm its a good car the power is
bad ass it spins one tires when u take off turning it go in about 7 seconds i love this car i wont
ever get rid of this car but it does a bad oil leak the timing cover gasket blew and valve cover
gasket too I already replaced the front valve cover but for some reason it blew again not sure
why it starts leaking within just a year and I do do all the work my self to this vehicle and yes I
know what doing I have been doing working on cars since I was about 14 years old and I have
had this car for about 4 years Ik my way about it how get it to run better and stuff I know how it
works I can always usually tell if there is something wrong with it or any vehicle iv own Ik I
payattention to it all and all its really good car and good in snow so have any like questions
about it just ask. Pros: the power the room it has it runs good mine has the 2. CarGurus has
thousands of nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal. It's Alright â€” The car is
two tone blue and has a bad interior. Handling is pretty good. Does well in the snow since its a
front wheel drive vehicle. It gets pretty good gas mileage, and requires little maintenance. The
car is fun to drive. During the winter months this car would start reguardless of how cold it got,
it would pull through the snow and ice with no problems no matter how bad it got. This car gets
excellent gas mileage. The only bad thing about this car is when I got over , miles I started to
have a lot of problems with the front end and the body started to rust pretty badly other than
this the car ran darn good. Cons: body rusting and front end issue after , miles. Absolute
comfort, fun memories! Pretty Nice Car â€” I really enjoyed my Celeb. It had a four cylinder that
had sufficient power. It was dark blue, which really looked nice when it was clean and waxed.
For some reason, the car had recurring problems with the steering rack. One was replaced
under warranty and the second I had to pay for out of pocket. Doing basic maintenance on it
was a chore because the engineers put everything on the back side of the engine. So I scraped
a lot of knuckles and learned a few new words working on that car. The car had a lot of life left
in her when the computer gave up the ghost. It was going to cost more to replace it than the car
was worth so I sold it to a mechanic. I'd like to hope it's still out there somewhere. Cons:
Steering rack, engine computer, difficult to do your own maintenance. Read More. I absolutely
love the body lines and drive-ability of the vehicle, still turns heads at nearly 25 years old.
Getting costly for repairs. Putting up as a restoration project, only reads 73, on odome I like my
car because its eay to work on its fast, sporty and most important this day in age it gets good
gas milage, and it reminds me of the 80's era monte carlo which i would like to own someday
This car was my first car, i got it for my 14th birthday to fix up and mess around with. Me and
my friends used to love driving around in the Chelebrity and just beating it up. When i first got
it, it My car is old enough to drink. Her name is Maybelline. She uses a little oil. I get She gets
me where I need to go. The gas guage doesn't work. The power steering hangs up Car handled
OK, didn't accelerate very fast, and was about 20 years old when "sold". The interior was in OK
shape, thoug Have you driven a Chevrolet Celebrity? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View
reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Battery Li
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fe:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: the power the room it has it runs good mine has
the 2. Cons: cold starts sometimes and oil leaks. Is this helpful? Yes No. Andrew writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Still runs. Cons: It's Old. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: fuel and reliability. Anna Liza writes:. Pros: Comfortable driving. Cons:
Old-fashioned car. Back Seats:. Jerry says:. Great family car and great gas mileage to boot.
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Chevrolet Celebrity reviews. Read all 7 Chevrolet
Celebrity reviews. Read all 4 Chevrolet Celebrity reviews. Read all 5 Chevrolet Celebrity reviews.
Other Years. Select Year Cons: cold starts sometimes and oil leaks 5 of 7 people found this
review helpful. Yes No Looking for a Used Celebrity in your area? Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: fuel and reliability Cons: body rusting and front end issue after , miles 3 of 3 people
found this review helpful. Pros: Comfortable driving Cons: Old-fashioned car.

